Hydrogen-bonded cyclic water clusters nucleated on an oxide surface.
We report the observation and molecular-scale scanning probe electronic structure (dI/dV) mapping of hydrogen-bonded cyclic water clusters nucleated on an oxide surface. The measurements are made on a new type of cyclic water cluster that is characterized by simultaneous and cooperative bonding interactions among molecules as well as with both metal and oxygen sites of an oxide surface. Density functional theory + U + D calculations confirm the stability of these clusters and are used to discuss other potential water-oxide bonding scenarios. The calculations show that the spatial distributions of electronic states in the system are similar in character to those of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. On the partially oxidized Cu(111) investigated here, experiment and theory together suggest that Cu vacancies in the growing islands of cuprous oxide inhibit water adsorption in the centers of the islands (which have reached thermodynamic equilibrium). A stoichiometric, less stable cuprous oxide likely exists at island edges (the growth front) and selectively binds these water clusters.